Solid

prefinished parquet

speed of installation
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability
attractive prices
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing
warmth / character

Solid parquet has all advantages of wooden flooring. Wood is one of the oldest and most appreciated material,
used for the flooring. It has distinctive, unique natural structure and colour. Solid parquet is an investment for several generations. Its thickness allows it to be renewed (sanded) several times. Boards are of different dimensions.
Lengths range from 400 mm to 1500 mm, widths from 82 mm to 120 mm and thicknesses from 18 mm to 20 mm.
Solid parquet has to be fully glued to the surface. All parquets are already sanded and varnished or oiled. Some of
them have also additional treatments, such as brushing, handscraping, etc. Varnishes and oils are hardened with
UV rays. The bevelled edges of the planks additionally emphasize distinctive wood structure.
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Tongue+groove system

SOLID PREFINISHED PARQUET - OAK

OAK AB

OAK ABCD

OAK ABCD, LIGHT SMOKED,
OIL

OAK BRUSHED, BLACK EDGES
AND PORE

OAK BRUSHED, 002

OAK BRUSHED, 003 COGNAC

OAK ABC BRUSHED,
WHITE WASHED, STIL 1

OAK AB, BRUSHED,
WHITE WASHED, STIL 2

OAK ABCD, HAND SCRAPED,
WHITE

OAK ABCD, CRIMSON

OAK ABCD, HAND SCRAPED,
031

OAK ABCD, HAND SCRAPED,
COFFE

Tongue+groove

DL x 83/90/125/150/190 x 18/20 mm

SOLID PREFINISHED PARQUET - of exotic timbers
There is large number of exotic timbers in our solid wood flooring assortment and includes African, Asian and
South American wood species. The majority of these wood species is characterized by a high degree of stability,
which is especially important for solid wood floorings.

JATOBA

IPE

PILANG

MERBAU

PYNKADO

TIGERWOOD

TEAK

KEMPAS

CUMARU

BLACK SIRIS

ZEBRANO

ASH

BLACK BIRCH

CHESTNUT

DOUSSIE

PALISANDER

Tongue+groove

DL x 90/91/92/93/120/124 x 15/18 mm

IROKO

ACACIA NATURAL

ASH TERMO WHITE WASHED

MAPLE CANADIAN

KUKU

ASH TIGER

AMERICAN WALNUT

AMERICAN CHERRY

BAMBOO HORIZONTAL,
MAT WHITE

BAMBOO HORIZONTAL TEAK,
LACQUERED

BAMBOO VERTICAL DARK,
LACQUERED - UNLACQUERED

BAMBOO HORIZONTAL DARK,
LACQUERED - UNLACQUERED

BAMBOO VERTICAL,
LACQUERED - UNLACQUERED

BAMBOO HORIZONTAL,
LACQUERED - UNLACQUERED

TEAK MARIN AB

speed of installation
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability
attractive prices
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing
warmth / character

SOLID PARQUETS - unfinished
...shows off the original colour and texture of wood. The parquet surface is sanded but not additionally treated
and the same lengths are available as with solid prefinished parquet. It has to be fully glued to the surface. Final
treatment is a matter of taste and requirements. The parquet’s thickness allows it to be sanded many times,
which proves an important feature especially in more heavily used spaces. In most cases the parquet blocks have
straight rather than angled edges.

AFROMOSIA

BUBINGA

CUMARU

DOUSSIE

GARAPA

LAPACHO

IROKO

JATOBA

ASH ESPRESSO

ASH TIGER

TIGERWOOD

SYCAMORE

SUCUPIRA

TATAJUBA

TAURARI

WENGE

Tongue+groove

400-1200 x 80/100x 14/15 mm

speed of installation
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability
attractive prices
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing
warmth / character

SOLID PARQUETS - industrial floorings
...use raw parquet and, thanks to their special “techno” look. They are composed of small lamellas, 6-10 mm wide, 1020 mm thick and 200-400 mm long. Their constructional properties make them suitable for heavily used spaces. Due to
its narrow width, each lamella may be of a slightly different colour, testifying to the wood’s natural richness of texture.
Lamellas can be laid either parallel or randomly. The light and dark tones mix together in a colourful mosaic, bringing
elegance to offices and cosiness to living rooms. After sanding, parquet can be varnished or oiled.

ZEBRANO

DOUSSIE

WENGE

ACACIA STAMED

BIRCH HONEY

SONOKELLING

ASH ESPRESSO

ASH TIGER

KEMPAS

MERBAU

TEAK

OAK

Straight joint

160-420 x 210-360x 14-23 mm

